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Research Article
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bacterial LRRK2 homolog by conformation-specific
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Mutations in the Parkinson’s disease (PD)-associated protein leucine-rich repeat kinase 2
(LRRK2) commonly lead to a reduction of GTPase activity and increase in kinase activity.
Therefore, strategies for drug development have mainly been focusing on the design of
LRRK2 kinase inhibitors. We recently showed that the central RocCOR domains (Roc:
Ras of complex proteins; COR: C-terminal of Roc) of a bacterial LRRK2 homolog cycle
between a dimeric and monomeric form concomitant with GTP binding and hydrolysis.
PD-associated mutations can slow down GTP hydrolysis by stabilizing the protein in its
dimeric form. Here, we report the identification of two Nanobodies (NbRoco1 and NbRoco2)
that bind the bacterial Roco protein (CtRoco) in a conformation-specific way, with a pref-
erence for the GTP-bound state. NbRoco1 considerably increases the GTP turnover rate of
CtRoco and reverts the decrease in GTPase activity caused by a PD-analogous mutation.
We show that NbRoco1 exerts its effect by allosterically interfering with the CtRoco dimer–
monomer cycle through the destabilization of the dimeric form. Hence, we provide the
first proof of principle that allosteric modulation of the RocCOR dimer–monomer cycle
can alter its GTPase activity, which might present a potential novel strategy to overcome
the effect of LRRK2 PD mutations.

Introduction
Roco proteins form a family of large multi-domain proteins, that are characterized by the occurrence
of a RocCOR supra-domain consisting of a Ras of complex proteins (Roc) GTPase domain, invariably
followed by a C-terminal of Roc (COR) domain [1,2]. The characteristic RocCOR domain module is
never found in isolation and is most often preceded by a leucine-rich repeat (LRR) domain, while
many representatives of the Roco family also possess other catalytic and protein–protein interaction
domains [1,3]. In human, 4 Roco family members are present: MFHAS1 (malignant fibrous histiocy-
toma amplified sequence 1), LRRK1 and LRRK2 (leucine-rich repeat kinase 1 and 2) and DAPK1
(death-associated protein kinase 1) [4–8]. Mutations in the genes coding for all of these proteins have
been linked to human disease, including various types of cancer and neurological disorders [9–11].
The interest in the Roco protein family was especially triggered by the discovery that mutations in

the lrrk2 gene are the most common cause of autosomal-dominant Parkinson’s disease (PD), while
lrrk2 gene variants have also been associated with the idiopathic forms of PD [12–18]. LRRK2 is a
very large (2527 amino acids) and complex Roco protein bearing, next to the RocCOR domains and
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various protein–protein interaction domains, also a Ser/Thr protein kinase domain. Recent results have uncov-
ered several Rab GTPases as the physiological substrates of LRRK2 kinase activity [19–21]. PD-associated muta-
tions in LRRK2 are mainly located in the catalytic RocCOR and kinase domains, and most of them seem to
behave as gain of function mutations that lead to an increase in kinase activity and/or a decrease in GTPase
activity [22–28]. Considering the increase in kinase activity in the most prevalent PD mutation (G2019S), large
efforts have been devoted toward the design of LRRK2 protein kinase inhibitors [29–31]. However, increasingly
more studies have shown the importance of the RocCOR domains in LRRK2 functioning, and propose the tar-
geting of these domains as an alternative strategy [32–34].
Although the fine details of the very complex Roco GTPase cycle are not yet completely understood [35], we

recently showed, using the Roco protein from the bacterium Chlorobium tepidum (CtRoco), that the RocCOR
domain module undergoes a dimer–monomer cycle concomitant with GTP binding and hydrolysis [36,37]. We
found that the protein is mainly dimeric in the nucleotide-free state and monomeric in the GTP-bound state,
while an intermediate situation occurs in the GDP-bound state. Moreover, an analog of a PD-associated muta-
tion in CtRoco (L487A) decreased the GTPase activity by stabilizing the RocCOR in its dimeric form [36].
While CtRoco shares the central LRR-RocCOR arrangement with LRRK2, but lacks the kinase and some other
domains, these results are in line with findings in LRRK2. LRRK2 is mainly purified as a dimeric species, but
in vivo studies show that the protein predominantly occurs as a monomeric species with low kinase activity in
the cytosol and as a dimeric species with high kinase activity at the membrane [38–42]. Very recently two
studies confirmed that also the Roc GTPase domain of human LRRK2 exists in a dynamic dimer–monomer
equilibrium, and the important PD mutations R1441G/C/H and N1473H lead to a decrease in GTPase activity
by changing this equilibrium [43,44]. Together, these finding illustrate the link between deregulation of the
RocCOR GTPase cycle and PD, and thus suggest that modulating the RocCOR dimer–monomer cycle could be
a promising approach to overcome the detrimental effect of LRRK2 PD mutations [34,45].
In this study, we report the generation and characterization of Nanobodies (Nbs), the variable domains of

camelid heavy chain-only antibodies, that bind the Roco protein from C. tepidum in a conformation-specific
way. One Nanobody (NbRoco1) binds the GTP- and GDP-bound states of the RocCOR domain of CtRoco with
high affinity, while no binding is observed to the RocCOR in its nucleotide-free state. Another Nanobody
(NbRoco2) shows preferential binding to the GTP-bound state over the GDP-bound and nucleotide-free states,
while it binds CtRoco via its LRR domain. NbRoco1 increases the turnover rate (kcat) of CtRoco more than four-
fold and is able to completely rescue the decrease in GTPase activity caused by the PD-analogous L487A muta-
tion. Analysis by stopped-flow and single-molecule fluorescence resonance energy transfer (FRET) and native
mass spectrometry (MS) shows that NbRoco1 exerts its effect by allosterically interfering with the CtRoco
dimer–monomer cycle through destabilization of the dimeric form. Together these results show that allosteric
modulation of the RocCOR dimer–monomer cycle can alter its GTPase activity.

Experimental procedures
Protein expression and purification
The CtLRR domain (a.a. 1–441) of CtRoco was cloned into the pGEX4T1 plasmid with an N-terminal GST-tag
[46]. BL21(DE3) cells were grown at 37°C in Terrific Broth (TB) medium supplemented with 100 mg/ml ampi-
cillin. When an OD600 of 0.7 was reached, expression was induced with 0.1 mM isopropyl
β-D-1-thiogalactopyranoside (IPTG) and expression proceeded overnight at 25°C. The cells were collected by
centrifugation and resuspended in buffer A (30 mM Tris/HCl pH 7.5, 150 mM NaCl, 3 mM 2-
mercapto-ethanol, 5% glycerol) with 1 mg/ml leupeptin, 0.1 mg/ml AEBSF and 50 mg/ml DNAse. After lysis of
the cells with a cell disruptor (Constant Systems), the cell lysate was centrifuged and the supernatant loaded
onto glutathione sepharose resin beads equilibrated with buffer A. After extensive washing, another washing
step was applied with buffer A supplemented with 300 mM KCl and 1 mM ATP. 1 mg His-tagged TEV prote-
ase per 10 mg of protein was added to the beads to cleave off the GST-tag overnight at 4°C. The LRR protein
was eluted and was subsequently applied to Ni2+-NTA beads to remove the His-tagged TEV protease. The
protein was collected in the flow through. As a final purification step the protein was applied to a Superdex 75
16/90 column (GE Healthcare) equilibrated in buffer consisting of 20 mM HEPES/NaOH pH 7.5, 150 mM
NaCl, 5 mM MgCl2 and 5% glycerol.
The CtRoco (a.a. 1–1102) and CtRocCOR (a.a. 412–946) proteins were produced with an N-terminal His-tag

from the pProEX plasmid in Escherichia coli BL21(DE3) cells, as previously described [36,47]. The purification
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protocol consisted of a Ni2+-NTA immobilized metal affinity chromatography (IMAC) step. Subsequently, the
protein was dialyzed against 20 mM HEPES/NaOH pH 7.5, 150 mM NaCl, 5% glycerol, 1 mM DTT, and after
dialysis 1 mM EDTA was added to the protein to remove Mg2+ and disrupt nucleotide binding. Finally, the
sample was applied to a Superdex S200 26/60 size exclusion chromatography column (GE Healthcare) equili-
brated with the same buffer. After gel filtration 5 mM MgCl2 was added to the protein sample and analytical
reversed-phase chromatography was used to confirm the complete removal of nucleotides, as described previ-
ously [36]. These nucleotide-free proteins allow subsequent uniform loading with nucleotides of choice and
were used in all experiments.

Nanobody generation and purification
Two llamas were immunized with either CtRoco (a.a. 1–1102) or CtRocCOR (a.a. 412–946) in the presence of
a large excess (1 mM) of the non-hydrolysable GTP analog 50-guanylyl imidodiphosphate (GppNHp). A
6-week immunization protocol was followed consisting of weekly immunizations of 200 mg (first 2 weeks) or
100 mg (last 4 weeks) protein in the presence of GERBU adjuvant. All animal vaccinations were performed in
strict accordance with good practices and EU animal welfare legislation. Blood was collected 4 days after the
last injection. Library construction, Nb selection via phage display and Nb expression and purification were
performed as described previously [48], with slight adaptations in order to maximize chances to select Nbs that
bind specifically to the GppNHp-bound CtRoco protein. Briefly, the variable domains of the heavy-chain anti-
body repertoire from each llama were subcloned in a pMESy4 phage display vector, which adds a C-terminal
His6-tag and EPEA-tag (= CaptureSelectTM C-tag). This resulted in two independent immune libraries of 5 ×
108 transformants and of 6 × 108 transformants from the immunizations with CtRocCOR and CtRoco, respect-
ively. This Nb repertoire was expressed on phage after rescue with the VCSM13 helper phage, and two con-
secutive rounds of phage display were performed to select for phage expressing Nbs that bind to
GppNHp-bound CtRoco/CtRocCOR. Therefore, biotinylated CtRoco/CtRocCOR was captured on neutravidine-
coated 96-well plates and all binding and washing steps were performed in a buffer (20 mM HEPES pH 7.5,
150 mM NaCl, 5 mM MgCl2, 5% glycerol, 0.05% Tween20) containing 100 mM GppNHp. After selections,
independent clones were chosen for sequence analysis to classify the resulting Nb clones in sequence families.
Subsequently, an ELISA screen was performed on crude cell lysates of E. coli cells expressing representatives

of each Nb family (and in a later stage on some purified Nbs), in order to confirm binding and to determine
the domain and conformational specificity. In a first ELISA experiment CtRoco either in the nucleotide-free
state or loaded with 1 mM GDP or GppNHp was coated on the ELISA plate, while in a second ELISA experi-
ment CtRoco, CtRocCOR and CtLRR were coated (in the presence of 1 mM GppNHp). Incubation with the
Nb-containing cell extracts and all washing steps were performed in 20 mM HEPES/NaOH pH 7.5, 150 mM
NaCl, 5 mM MgCl2, 5% glycerol, 0.05% Tween20 supplemented with 200 mM of the relevant nucleotide.
Binding of the Nbs was detected via their EPEA-tag using a mixture of 1 : 4000 CaptureSelect™ Biotin
anti-C-tag conjugate (Thermo Fischer Scientific) and 1 : 1000 Streptavidin Alkaline Phosphatase (Promega).
The color was developed by adding 100 ml of a 3 mg/ml disodium 4-nitrophenyl phosphate solution (DNPP,
Sigma–Aldrich) and measured at 405 nm.
For Nb production and purification, pMESy4 vectors containing the Nb open reading frames were trans-

formed in non-suppressor E. coli WK6 cells. Cells were grown at 37°C in TB medium and were induced with
1 mM IPTG, after which expression was allowed to proceed overnight at 28°C. Cells were harvested via centri-
fugation and subjected to an osmotic shock to obtain the periplasmic extract. Subsequently, an affinity purifica-
tion step on Ni2+-NTA sepharose and a size exclusion chromatography step on a Superdex 75 26/60 column
(in buffer 20 mM HEPES/NaOH pH 7.5, 150 mM NaCl, 5 mM MgCl2, 5% glycerol) was used to purify the Nbs.

Analytical gel filtration analysis
Prior to mixing with Nb, different CtRoco protein constructs (CtRoco, CtRocCOR, CtLRR) were incubated in
the presence of 1 mM GppNHp for 1 h on ice. Subsequently, 50 mM Nb and 75 mM of the different CtRoco
protein constructs were mixed in the presence of 1 mM GppNHp in a buffer consisting of 20 mM HEPES/
NaOH pH 7.5, 150 mM NaCl, 5 mM MgCl2, 5% glycerol in a total volume of 50 ml. Samples were injected on
a Shodex KW-803 gel filtration column coupled to a Waters Alliance e2695 HPLC system and run with the
same buffer containing 100 mM GppNHp. Runs of the Nbs or the CtRoco constructs alone were used as
controls.
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Sortase A-mediated site-specific fluorescent labeling of Nbs
To determine the affinity of the Nbs for CtRoco using fluorescence anisotropy titrations, Nbs were site-
specifically labeled at their C-terminus with a FITC fluorophore using Sortase A-mediated labeling [49].
Therefore, the Nb-coding open reading frames were recloned to a pHEN29 vector which adds the
Sortase-recognition sequence LPETG in front of the C-terminal His6-tag and EPEA-tag. The production and
purification of the resulting Nbs was performed as described above. The C-terminal labeling of the Nanobodies
with the FITC fluorophore was performed as described previously [49]. In short, 50 mM of Nb produced from
the pHEN29 vector was incubated with 150 mM in-house produced Sortase A enzyme and 1.5 mM
NH2-GGGK-(FITC)-COOH peptide (GenicBio) in a buffer consisting of 50 mM Tris/HCl pH 7.5, 150 mM
NaCl and 10 mM CaCl2 in a total volume of 1.5 ml. The Sortase A-mediated labeling reaction results in an
exchange of the His6- and EPEA-tag for the FITC-labeled peptide. After overnight incubation at 37°C, a Ni2+-
NTA IMAC purification step was performed to remove the His-tagged Sortase A enzyme and the unreacted
(His-tagged) Nbs. The excess of free FITC-labeled peptide was removed by a gel filtration on a Superdex 75 10/
30 column (GE Healthcare).

Fluorescence anisotropy titrations
Fluorescence anisotropy titrations with FITC-labeled Nbs and CtRoco were carried out with a LS 55
Fluorescence Spectrometer (PerkinElmer) at an excitation wavelength of 493 nm, an emission wavelength of
516 nm and 25°C. Fifty nanomolars of FITC-labeled Nb with or without 100 mM GppNHp or GDP in 20 mM
HEPES/NaOH pH 7.5, 150 mM NaCl, 5 mM MgCl2, 5% glycerol was titrated with increasing amounts of
CtRoco. The anisotropy signal was measured in function of time using a 5 min interval between each titration
step. The anisotropy signal of the last 2 min was averaged and plotted against the corresponding CtRoco con-
centration. All experiments were performed in triplicate. To obtain Kd values (± standard error), the data were
described with the quadratic binding equation using GraphPad Prism 7.

GTP hydrolysis assays
For the multiple turnover steady-state kinetic experiments, 1 mM of CtRoco either in the absence or presence
of 100 mM of Nb was incubated with different concentrations of GTP in 20 mM HEPES/NaOH pH 7.5,
150 mM NaCl, 5 mM MgCl2, 5% glycerol at 25°C. After 0, 30, 60, 90 and 120 min, samples of 40 ml were taken
and the reaction was stopped by incubation at 95°C for 3 min. After centrifugation, 35 ml of supernatant was
mixed with 35 ml of 100 mM KH2PO4 pH 6.4, 10 mM tetrabutylammonium bromide, 7.5% acetonitrile solu-
tion. Fifty microliters was injected on a C18 reversed-phase column (Phenomenex, Jupiter 5 mm) using the
latter solution as a mobile phase. The area under the 254 nm absorption peak of GDP was converted to a con-
centration by using a standard curve. All experiments were performed in triplicate and data were fitted on the
Michaelis–Menten equation using GraphPad Prism 7.
For the single turnover kinetic experiments, 5 mM of CtRoco L487A mutant or wild type were incubated

with 5 mM of GTP, either in the presence or absence of 100 mM of NbRoco1 or in the presence of NbRoco3 as a
control. Samples of 100 ml were taken after time points ranging from 0 to 300 min and the samples were ana-
lyzed in the same way as for the multiple turnover experiments. All experiments were performed in triplicate
and data were fitted with a single exponential using GraphPad Prism 7.

Stopped-flow and single-molecule fluorescence resonance energy transfer
(FRET) experiments
A S928C mutation was introduced into a cysteine-free CtRocCOR construct by QuikChange mutagenesis as
described previously [36,50]. For (ensemble) stopped-flow FRET experiments, the unique cysteine at position
928 was labeled with a mixture of Sulfo-Cy3 and Sulfo-Cy5 maleimide (Lumiprobe) as previously described
[36]. To follow monomerization 0.2 μM Cy3/Cy5-labeled protein was mixed with 100 μM nucleotide (GDP,
GppNHp or buffer) in a stopped-flow apparatus (Applied Photophysics), either in the presence or absence of
100 mM of NbRoco1 at 25°C. The Cy3 fluorophore was excited at 548 nm and change in Cy5 emission was mon-
itored using a cut-off filter of 645 nm.
For the single-molecule FRET (smFRET) experiments, the CtRocCOR S928C mutant was labeled with a

two-fold molar excess of Alexa555-maleimide (A555, donor) and a five-fold molar excess of Alexa
647-maleimide (A647, acceptor) for 2 h at 25°C in 20 mM HEPES/KOH, pH 7.5, 150 mM NaCl, 5 mM MgCl2
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and 5% glycerol in the presence of 1 mM TCEP. Labeling efficiencies were determined from the absorption at
647 nm (A647), 554 nm (A555, corrected for the contribution of A647) and 280 nm (protein, corrected for
contributions of A555 and A647). smFRET experiments were performed with 150 pM (donor concentration) of
CtRocCOR in the presence of 1 mM DTT, 2 mM nucleotide and 100 mM NbRoco1 at 25°C. Measurements were
performed with a Picoquant Microtime 200 confocal microscope equipped with two pulsed diode lasers
(LDH-P-FA 530, LDH-D-C-640; pulse duration 100 ps) for pulsed interleaved excitation (PIE), using a 60×
water-immersion objective (UPlanAPO NA 1.2; Olympus), a dichroic beam splitter DM505 (Olympus), beam
splitters z532/633rpc and 620 dcxr, filters HQ 580/70 (donor) and HQ M690/70 (acceptor) and two SPAD
detectors (τ-SPAD). Data were processed with the program SymPhoTime 64 (Picoquant).

Native mass spectrometry
To remove traces of glycerol from the buffer, CtRocCOR, the CtRocCOR L487A mutant and NbRoco1 were dia-
lyzed two times for 2 h against 20 mM Tris/HCl pH 7.5, 150 mM NaCl, 5 mM MgCl2. Eleven micromolars of
either CtRocCOR or the CtRocCOR L487A mutant was incubated overnight at 4°C with 500 mM of GDP,
GppNHp or in the absence of nucleotides, in the presence and absence of 22 mM of NbRoco1. The next day, the
buffer was exchanged to 150 mM ammonium acetate pH 7.5, 200 mM MgCl2 and 100 mM of the corresponding
nucleotide using Micro Bio-spin columns (Bio-gel P6, Bio-rad). After buffer exchange, the samples were imme-
diately analyzed on a Q-TOF2 instrument (Waters) which is modified for the transmission of macromolecular
assemblies [51]. The samples were introduced into the mass spectrometer using nano-ESI with in-house made
gold-coated borosilicate capillaries. The capillary voltage ranged between 1.5 and 1.8 kV and the sample and
extractor cone were set to 50 V and 10 V, respectively. The collision energy was fixed to 50 V. Gas pressures
were 10 and 0.01 mbar for the backing and collision gas, respectively.

Results
Generation and identification of conformation-specific Nanobodies targeting
different CtRoco domains
Nanobodies (Nbs) are small (±15 kDa) monomeric single-domain proteins derived from camelid heavy-chain
antibodies, that harbor the full antigen-binding capacity of the parental antibody [52,53]. Often, their antigen-
recognition sites form a convex surface with a long CDR3 (complementary-determining region) loop that can
protrude into cavities of their target epitopes [54]. These unique properties make Nbs exquisite tools for exam-
ining dynamic biological systems, and in particular to lock their antigens in a specific conformation [55].
We set out to generate Nbs that specifically recognize the bacterial LRRK2 homolog CtRoco in a GTP-bound

conformation. To this end, we immunized two llamas with either the full-length CtRoco protein (CtRoco,
amino acids 1–1102) or its RocCOR construct (CtRocCOR, amino acids 412–946) (Supplementary Figure S1).
To increase the chances for identifying Nbs specifically recognizing the trinucleotide-bound state of the CtRoco
protein, we completely loaded the proteins with GppNHp and added a large excess (1 mM) of the same
nucleotide to the protein prior to immunization. The blood lymphocytes from the two immunized llamas were
used to construct two independent Nb phage libraries, and two rounds of panning with these two libraries
resulted in the identification of a total of 65 Nb families with a unique CDR3 sequence. For the pannings,
either biotinylated CtRoco or CtRocCOR were captured on Streptavidin-coated ELISA plates, and an excess of
GppNHp was maintained in all binding and washing steps. Subsequently, representatives of the Nb families
were expressed in a small scale in the periplasm of E. coli, and the resulting crude cell extracts were tested for
binding in two independent ELISA experiments. In a first ELISA, binding of the Nbs was tested on full-length
CtRoco either in the nucleotide-free state or bound to (an excess of) GDP or GppNHp. In a second ELISA,
binding to different CtRoco constructs was compared (CtRoco, CtRocCOR and CtLRR (amino acids 1–441)).
Based on the conformational and domain specificity we decided to characterize the properties of two Nbs in
detail: Nb6946 (hereafter called NbRoco1) and Nb8175 (hereafter called NbRoco2) (Supplementary Figure S2).
This choice was based on the initial findings in ELISA that NbRoco1 showed a specificity for the
GppNHp-bound CtRoco, and that NbRoco2 showed binding to CtRoco, while no or only weak binding to the
LRR and RocCOR domains was observed in ELISA (Supplementary Figure S3).
First, we determined the conformational specificity of NbRoco1 and NbRoco2. After purification, both Nbs

were C-terminally coupled to a FITC fluorophore using Sortase-mediated labeling, and binding to CtRoco in
its different nucleotide-bound states was followed using fluorescence anisotropy. To determine the binding
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affinities, a fixed amount of FITC-labeled Nb was titrated with increasing concentrations of CtRoco either in
the absence of nucleotides, or in the presence of 0.1 mM of GDP or GppNHp (Figure 1A). In agreement with
our initial ELISA screening, these data show a clear conformational specificity of NbRoco1. While no binding of
NbRoco1 to CtRoco in its nucleotide-free state is observed up to the highest concentrations tested, a high affinity
(Kd = 0.05 ± 0.01 mM) is found in the presence of GppNHp. For GDP-bound CtRoco the affinity is intermedi-
ate (Kd = 0.10 ± 0.01 mM), showing that NbRoco1 displays preference toward the trinucleotide-state of its target
protein. A certain degree of conformational specificity is also observed for NbRoco2, albeit less pronounced
(Figure 1A). Also here the highest affinity is observed for the GppNHp-bound state of CtRoco (Kd = 0.26 ±
0.03 mM), with a gradually decreasing affinity for the GDP-bound state (Kd = 0.65 ± 0.06 mM) and the
nucleotide-free state (Kd = 1.39 ± 0.07 mM).
Next, using analytical size exclusion chromatography, we established the binding epitopes of NbRoco1 and

NbRoco2. Therefore, a 1.5-fold molar excess of CtRoco or its constituting domain constructs, CtRocCOR and

Figure 1. NbRoco1 and NbRoco2 are conformation-specific Nbs targeting different domains of CtRoco.

(A) Influence of the nucleotide-bound state of CtRoco on the affinity for NbRoco1 (left) and NbRoco2 (right) assessed by fluorescence anisotropy

titrations. The fluorescence anisotropy signal of the FITC-labeled Nbs is monitored upon titration with increasing concentrations of CtRoco in the

nucleotide-free state (gray), or bound to GDP (green) or GppNHp (red). The corresponding equilibrium dissociation constants (Kd± standard error)

obtained by fitting with a quadratic binding equation are given (each data point is the average of three independent measurements with the error

bars representing the standard deviation; NBD = no binding detectable at the concentrations used). (B) Analysis of the domain specificity of NbRoco1
(left) and NbRoco2 (right) using analytical size exclusion chromatography. NbRoco1 and NbRoco2 were mixed with a small molar excess of the CtRoco

protein or either of its constituting domains CtRocCOR or CtLRR, and samples were analyzed on analytical size exclusion chromatography

(chromatograms shown as red dotted lines). These elution profiles are compared with the elution profiles of either the Nbs or the CtRoco constructs

individually (blue and gray dotted lines, respectively). Binding of the Nbs to CtRoco and to either of its constituting domains, is reflected by a shift

of the elution peak corresponding to the CtRoco construct (red vs. gray curve) and a disappearance of the peak corresponding to the Nb elution

volume (blue curve). (C) Cartoon representation of the X-ray crystal structure of the homodimer of the LRR-RocCOR construct of CtRoco with the

LRR domains shown in yellow, the Roc domains in red and the COR domains in blue. Corresponding domains from adjacent subunits in the

homodimer are shown in different shades (PDB code 6HLU) [37]. Below, the domain arrangement of a CtRoco subunit is shown schematically with

the binding epitopes of NbRoco1 and NbRoco2 indicated.
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CtLRR, were mixed with NbRoco1 or NbRoco2 in the presence of GppNHp and the elution chromatograms were
compared with those of the individual proteins (note that the isolated Roc and COR domains of CtRoco
cannot be stably expressed individually) (Figure 1B). This analysis shows that NbRoco1 binds to both CtRoco
and CtRocCOR, while no binding is observed with CtLRR, thus confirming the results of the initial ELISA.
However, in contrast with what was observed in the (crude) initial ELISA (Supplementary Figure S3), NbRoco2
binds to both CtRoco and CtLRR, while no binding is observed to CtRocCOR.
Together, these results show that we were able to generate Nbs that bind to CtRoco with an affinity that

depends on the nucleotide state of the protein. Interestingly, while NbRoco1 does this via direct interaction with
the RocCOR supra-domain, NbRoco2 binds to the N-terminal LRR domain (Figure 1C). The observation that
binding of NbRoco2 to the LRR domain is affected by the nucleotide state of CtRoco indicates some form of
nucleotide-induced conformational communication between the LRR and RocCOR domains within CtRoco.

NbRoco1 and NbRoco2 increase the GTPase activity of CtRoco and NbRoco1

reverts the phenotype of the PD-analogous L487A mutation
Several studies have indicated that the most common PD mutations in the RocCOR domain of human LRRK2
lead to a decreased GTPase activity, typically by a factor of about two- to four-fold [23,25,43,44,56–58]. Since
NbRoco1 and NbRoco2 bind CtRoco in a conformation-specific way, we, therefore, wondered whether these Nbs
could influence its GTPase activity. To this end, we determined the steady-state kinetic parameters (kcat and
KM) of GTP hydrolysis by CtRoco at 25°C, in either the absence or presence of an excess of NbRoco1 or NbRoco2
(Figure 2A–C). We previously reported that Roco proteins, including CtRoco, follow a complex multi-step

Figure 2. The conformation-specific Nbs increase the GTPase activity of CtRoco and its L487A PD-analogous mutant.

(A–C) Steady-state Michaelis–Menten kinetics of CtRoco alone (A), or in the presence of an excess of NbRoco1 (B) or NbRoco2
(C). The rate of GDP production in function of time was analyzed via reversed-phase HPLC, and specific velocities (initial rate

divided by enzyme concentration) were plotted against the GTP concentration. kcat and KM (± standard error) values resulting

from fitting with the Michaelis–Menten equation are shown. Each data point is the average of three independent measurements

with the error bars representing the standard deviation. (D) Effect of NbRoco1 on the single turnover GTP hydrolysis kinetics of

the CtRoco L487A mutant. 5 mM of CtRoco (gray) or the CtRoco L487A mutant either in the absence (orange) or presence

(blue) of an excess of NbRoco1 was mixed with 5 mM of GTP, and production of GDP was followed in time. The observed rate

constants (k ± standard error) obtained by fitting on a single exponential equation are shown. Each data point is the average of

three independent measurements with the error bars representing the standard deviation.
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GTPase cycle with KM values that are typically much higher than the Kd values for GTP binding, and display-
ing low GDP affinities caused by high GDP dissociation rates [35]. The steady-state kinetic parameters of
CtRoco in the absence of Nb determined here (kcat = 0.100 ± 0.002 min−1; KM = 18 ± 3 mM) are in good agree-
ment with our previous results (Figure 2A) [35]. Remarkably, in the presence of an excess of NbRoco1, the GTP
turnover (kcat) of CtRoco is increased more than four-fold, while also the KM value increases (kcat = 0.45 ±
0.02 min−1; KM = 354 ± 46 mM) (Figure 2B). Considering the high cellular GTP concentrations (ranging from 1
to 1.6 mM) [59,60], kcat is most probably the physiologically relevant kinetic parameter, while changes in KM

are much harder to interpret for enzymes with complex mechanisms such as CtRoco [61]. In line with NbRoco2
showing a less pronounced conformational specificity compared with NbRoco1, we also observe a less pro-
nounced effect of this Nb on CtRoco GTPase kinetics, with NbRoco2 leading to a less than two-fold increase in
the kcat value (kcat = 0.17 ± 0.01 min−1, KM = 33 ± 7 mM) (Figure 2C). As a control, we also measured the effect
of Nb9221 (hereafter called NbRoco3) on the GTPase activity of CtRoco. This Nb was selected from the initial
ELISA experiment as a non-conformation-specific Nb (Supplementary Figure S4A,B), which was also con-
firmed using fluorescence anisotropy titrations (Supplementary Figure S4C). In agreement with the lack of con-
formational specificity, the addition of an excess of NbRoco3 to CtRoco does not considerably influence the
GTPase activity (kcat = 0.088 ± 0.004 min−1, KM = 18 ± 4 mM) (Supplementary Figure S4D).
Since NbRoco1 has a profound effect on the CtRoco GTPase activity, we wondered whether this Nb would be

able to revert the decrease in GTPase activity of a PD-analogous mutant. Therefore, we turned to the CtRoco
L487A mutant, which is analogous to the PD risk variant I1371V in human LRRK2 [37], and measured the
CtRoco GTPase activity under single turnover condition by mixing 5 mM CtRoco with 5 mM of GTP and fol-
lowing the production of GDP over time (Figure 2D). Under these conditions, the L487A mutation causes a
nearly seven-fold decrease in GTPase activity compared with the wild-type protein (kobs (CtRoco wild-type) =
0.069 ± 0.005 min−1; kobs (CtRoco L487A) = 0.010 ± 0.001 min−1). Interestingly, the addition of an excess of
NbRoco1 increases the observed single turnover rate of CtRoco L487A more then 10-fold (kobs = 0.11 ±
0.09 min−1), hence completely nullifying the effect of the PD-analogous mutation and even restoring the
GTPase activity beyond that of the wild-type enzyme. In contrast, the non-conformation-specific control Nb,
NbRoco3, seems to have only very little effect on the GTPase activity of CtRoco L487A (kobs = 0.014 ±
0.001 min−1; Supplementary Figure S4E). We can thus conclude that our Nbs increase the GTPase activity of
CtRoco and have the potential to revert the detrimental effect of PD-analogous mutations. This effect on
GTPase activity seems to be coupled directly to the extent of their conformational specificity.

NbRoco1 destabilizes the CtRoco homodimer
We previously found that CtRoco needs to cycle between a dimeric and monomeric form during GTP binding
and hydrolysis, and that the PD-analogous L487A mutation slows down the GTPase activity by stabilizing and
blocking the enzyme in its dimeric form [36]. Since we show here that NbRoco1 is able to completely revert the
effect of the L487A mutation on GTP hydrolysis, we next investigated whether NbRoco1 influences the CtRoco
monomer/dimer equilibrium. To this end, we used both an ensemble and smFRET approach making use of a
variant of the CtRocCOR construct containing a single cysteine residue at position 928 of the COR domain
(CtRocCOR S928C), which was subsequently site-specifically labeled with a donor/acceptor FRET pair. As pre-
viously shown, the decrease in FRET signal of this molecule can be used as a proxy for monomerization [36].
In a first time-resolved ensemble FRET approach, 0.2 mM of a Cy3/Cy5 labeled nucleotide-free CtRocCOR

protein was rapidly mixed in the stopped-flow apparatus with either buffer or with 100 mM of GDP or
GppNHp, and this in either the presence or absence of an excess of NbRoco1 (Figure 3A). In the absence of
NbRoco1 CtRocCOR remains mainly dimeric in the nucleotide-free (NF) and GDP-bound states, while mixing
with an excess of GppNHp leads to monomerization, in agreement with our previous results [36]. However,
the addition of NbRoco1 clearly induces the monomerization of GDP-bound CtRocCOR. A small decrease in
FRET signal is also observed for the nucleotide-free protein in the presence of (an excess of ) NbRoco1.
Next, we performed smFRET experiments to look at the effect of NbRoco1 on the CtRocCOR dimer/

monomer distribution, using the CtRocCOR S928C mutant labeled with an Alexa555/Alexa647 FRET pair
(Figure 3B). In the absence of NbRoco1, the FRET histogram for CtRocCOR in the nucleotide-free (NF) state
showed a prominent peak at FRET efficiencies ∼0.9–1.0, again indicative of the presence of a CtRoco dimer. In
agreement with previous results [36] and the ensemble stopped-flow FRET measurements, and considering the
low protein concentration used in this experiment (150 pM donor concentration), this dimer peak decreases in
the presence of GDP and vanishes in the presence of GppNHp (Figure 3B, left column). Like in the stopped-
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Figure 3. Binding of NbRoco1 induces (nucleotide-dependent) monomerization of CtRoco.

(A) Influence of NbRoco1 on the stopped-flow FRET traces of labeled CtRocCOR upon mixing with different nucleotides to follow monomerization

over time. The FRET signal of Cy3/Cy5-labeled CtRocCOR (S928C) over time is shown after rapid mixing with buffer (left panel), or 100 μM GDP

(middle panel) or GppNHp (right panel), either in the absence or presence of an excess of NbRoco1. Monomerization is observed through a decrease

in FRET signal. (B) Single-molecule FRET histograms for A555/A647-labeled CtRocCOR in the absence of nucleotide, and in the presence of GDP

or GppNHp, and in the absence (left panels) and presence of NbRoco1 (center panels). The right panels show the superposition of the two individual

histograms. The population of dimeric CtRocCOR (90% FRET efficiency) decreases in the presence of NbRoco1, indicating monomerization. The

GppNHp-bound state of CtRocCOR (lower panel) is predominantly monomeric in the absence and presence of NbRoco1. Signals below 20% FRET

efficiency belong to molecules carrying only a donor dye whose signals are not completely suppressed by PIE.
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flow FRET experiment, the addition of NbRoco1 leads to a nearly complete dimer to monomer conversion of
CtRocCOR in the presence of GDP, while the dimer fraction also decreases in case of the nucleotide-free
protein (Figure 3B, middle and right column).
Thus, together these ensemble and smFRET experiments show that NbRoco1 is increasing the GTPase activity

of CtRoco by destabilizing the dimeric form of the protein.

NbRoco1 allosterically modulates the CtRoco dimer–monomer cycle
Since our FRET data show that NbRoco1 destabilizes the CtRoco dimer in the GDP and nucleotide-free states,
we subsequently used native mass spectrometry (native MS) to directly probe the monomeric and dimeric
population of CtRocCOR in the presence and absence of NbRoco1 and in different nucleotide-bound states
(nucleotide-free, GDP and GppNHp; Figure 4 and Supplementary Figure S5). The results of these experiments
in the absence of NbRoco1 confirm our previous data [36], showing again that CtRocCOR is mainly dimeric in
the nucleotide-free state (dimer/monomer ratio ∼97%/3%) and GDP-bound state (dimer/monomer ratio
∼90%/10%), while GppNHp binding leads to a shift toward the monomeric species (dimer/monomer ratio
∼38%/62%). The addition of an excess of NbRoco1 causes an overall shift toward the monomeric species which,
in agreement with the FRET data, is most prominent for CtRocCOR in the GDP-bound state (dimer/monomer
ratio ∼26%/74%). However, also for CtRocCOR in the nucleotide-free state (dimer/monomer ratio ∼87%/13%)
and GppNHp-bound state (dimer/monomer ratio ∼20%/80%) NbRoco1 induces a shift of the dimer–monomer
equilibrium toward the monomeric species.
Since NbRoco1 is able to revert the effect of the L487A mutation on GTPase activity (see above), we subse-

quently looked at the influence of this Nb on the CtRocCOR L487A dimer–monomer equilibrium. In agree-
ment with our previous multi-angle light scattering experiments [36], the native MS data show that the L487A
mutation leads to a stabilization of the CtRocCOR dimer for all nucleotide states but most prominently for the
GppNHp-bound state, with dimer / monomer ratios ∼100%/0%, 100%/0% and 85%/15%, for nucleotide-free,
GDP-bound and GppNHp-bound CtRocCOR, respectively (Figure 4 and Supplementary Figure S5).
Correspondingly, the addition of a two-fold molar excess of NbRoco1 is not sufficient to induce a considerable
shift of the dimer–monomer equilibrium of CtRocCOR L487A in its nucleotide-free or GDP-bound state,
although a small shift toward the monomeric state is observed for the GDP state (dimer/monomer ratio ∼96%/
4%). However, in the GppNHp-bound state addition of NbRoco1 causes a very pronounced shift toward the
monomeric form (dimer/monomer ratio ∼11%/89%, compared with 85%/15% without NbRoco1), thus com-
pletely reverting the dimer-stabilizing effect of the L487A mutation.
Furthermore, the accuracy and resolution provided by native MS allows us to look directly at the binding of

NbRoco1 to the monomeric and dimeric fractions of CtRocCOR and its L487A mutant (Figure 4). As expected,
the mass of the monomeric species of CtRocCOR (or L487A) in the presence of NbRoco1 corresponds to that of
a CtRocCOR (or L487A) monomer with one molecule of NbRoco1 bound, irrespective of the nucleotide present.
Interestingly, for the GDP- and GppNHp-bound states of CtRocCOR and for the GppNHp-bound state of
CtRocCOR L487A, the mass of the remaining dimeric species correspond to that of the CtRocCOR dimer
bound to two molecules of NbRoco1 (Figure 4). This thus means that NbRoco1 is not merely sterically disrupting
CtRoco dimerization by binding on the dimer interface, in which case no binding of NbRoco1 to the CtRocCOR
(or L487A) dimer would be expected. Rather, these data show that NbRoco1 can bind to both the CtRocCOR
(or L487A) dimer and monomer, and is thus shifting the dimer–monomer equilibrium toward the monomer
using an allosteric mechanism by favoring the conformation of the monomer. The situation is more complex
for CtRocCOR in the nucleotide-free state and CtRocCOR L487A in its nucleotide-free and GDP state. Here,
the observed population of dimeric CtRocCOR species in the presence of NbRoco1 correspond to a mixture of
unbound CtRocCOR dimers and dimers bound to only one molecule of NbRoco1. This observation indicates the
presence of conformational differences between the different nucleotide states of CtRocCOR in the dimeric
state and thus prior to monomerization.
Overall, we can conclude from these experiments that NbRoco1 recognizes CtRoco in a conformation-specific

way, and allosterically modulates the dimer–monomer cycle finally leading to the observed increase in GTPase
activity of wild-type CtRoco and its PD-analogous L487A mutant.

Discussion
Nanobodies (Nbs) are small (15 kDa) and stable single-domain fragments derived from camelid heavy
chain-only antibodies that retain the full antigen-binding capacity [52]. Owing to their ease of cloning and
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Figure 4. NbRoco1 allosterically modulates the CtRoco dimer/monomer equilibrium.

Native mass spectra of CtRocCOR (left) and CtRocCOR L487A (right) either in the absence or in the presence of a two-fold molar excess of NbRoco1
and for three different nucleotide states: nucleotide free (NF), GDP-bound and GppNHp-bound, as indicated in each mass spectrum. The peaks

corresponding to CtRocCOR monomers and dimers either bound to one or two molecules of NbRoco1 are indicated by differently colored * symbols,

as indicated, and the corresponding experimental molecular masses are given (Theoretical molecular masses for CtRocCOR: monomer: 64866 Da;

dimer: 129 732 Da; monomer + 1 NbRoco1: 80 053 Da; dimer + 1 NbRoco1: 144 919 Da; dimer + 2 NbRoco1: 160 106 Da. Theoretical molecular masses

for CtRocCOR L487A: monomer: 64 824 Da; dimer: 129 648 Da; monomer + 1 NbRoco1: 80 011 Da; dimer + 1 NbRoco1: 144 835 Da; dimer + 2 NbRoco1:

160 022 Da). See also Supplementary Figure S5 for the number of charges on the monomer and dimer peaks.
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production, their small size, and their stability, Nbs have been frequently used in research, but also as potent
diagnostic and therapeutic tools [52]. Moreover, because of their prolate shape with a convex antigen-binding
region formed by a long CDR3 loop, Nbs have the tendency to bind and insert into clefts or cavities on the
surface of the antigen [54]. Correspondingly, Nbs frequently act as enzyme inhibitors by binding to active sites
[62–65], while they also form ideal tools to selectively bind and stabilize specific conformational states of pro-
teins [55].
Here, we identified two Nbs (NbRoco1 and NbRoco2) that recognize a bacterial homolog of the PD-associated

protein LRRK2 in a conformation-specific way. Both Nbs bind the Roco protein from C. tepidum (CtRoco)
preferentially in its GTP (or GppNHp)-bound state, with a gradually lower affinity for the GDP-bound and
nucleotide-free states (Figure 1). While this conformational specificity is most pronounced for NbRoco1, it is
remarkable that both Nbs achieve their conformational specificity through binding to different domains, with
NbRoco1 binding to the RocCOR domain and NbRoco2 binding to the LRR domain. This implies that the con-
formational changes induced by nucleotide binding to the Roc GTPase domain must be transmitted to the
entire CtRoco protein. The latter is in agreement with recent data from negative-stain electron microscopy and
from the CtRoco crystal structure in combination with HDX-MS measurements, which suggest that monomeri-
zation of CtRoco upon GTP binding is associated with large-scale conformational changes within the subunits
including a hinge-like motion of the LRR domain with respect to the RocCOR domain [36,37].
PD mutations in the RocCOR domain of LRRK2 lead to a decrease in GTPase activity [23,25,43,44,56–58],

although the affected residues are most often not directly located in the GTP/GDP-binding pocket [37,46].
Using the bacterial CtRoco as a model, we previously showed that the RocCOR domain needs to cycle between
a dimeric and monomeric state during the GTPase reaction, where GTP binding induces monomerization
while the protein re-dimerizes after GTP hydrolysis [36]. This mechanism thus predicts that either mutations
that stabilize the dimer or that block the protein in a monomeric state would impair the GTPase reaction. We
concomitantly showed that the L487A mutation (corresponding to the PD-associated mutation I1371V in
LRRK2) leads to a decrease in GTP turnover and stabilizes the CtRoco dimer. In agreement with these findings
and with our model, it was very recently reported that the R1441G/C/H and N1473H PD mutations decrease
the GTPase activity of the Roc domain of LRRK2 by destabilizing or stabilizing the Roc dimer, respectively
[43,44]. We now show here that the binding of NbRoco1 increases the CtRoco GTP turnover rate (kcat). NbRoco1
affects the RocCOR dimer–monomer cycle by binding preferentially to the GTP-bound monomeric state
(Figures 2 and 3). Interestingly, NbRoco1 is also able to completely revert the effect of the dimer-stabilizing
PD-analogous L487A mutation, with the GTP turnover rate of the NbRoco1-bound L487A mutant even surpass-
ing that of the wild-type protein. Our native MS data (Figure 4) demonstrate that NbRoco1 is able to bind to the
CtRoco monomer as well as to the dimer, excluding a mode of action where the Nb would disrupt dimerization
by simply binding at the RocCOR dimer interface. This thus implies that NbRoco1 shifts the dimer–monomer
equilibrium toward the monomeric form using an allosteric mechanism. In the absence of high-resolution
structural information the exact binding mode and mechanism of NbRoco1 is not known, but our data suggest
that NbRoco1 binds to an epitope that changes conformation between the mainly monomeric GTP-bound
protein, the dimeric nucleotide-free protein and the mainly dimeric GDP-bound protein (Figure 5). The law of
mass action dictates that by binding with higher affinity to the conformation adopted in the monomeric state
than to the dimeric form, NbRoco1 will shift the equilibrium toward the monomer. In our model where Roco
proteins need to cycle between a monomeric and a dimeric form, a Nb that completely blocks the protein in a
monomeric state by binding on the dimer interface would be expected to induce a decrease in GTPase activity.
An allosteric mechanism as found here would modulate the dynamics of interconversion, thereby leading to
the shift in equilibrium and the observed increased GTP turnover.
Considering that many prominent mutations in LRRK2 lead to an increase in kinase activity [27,28], drug

design for LRRK2-associated PD has so far mainly focused on the development of kinase inhibitors [29–31].
Despite some recent successes with this strategy, the current LRRK2 kinase inhibitors will require further opti-
mization and testing [30,66,67]. However, many LRRK2 PD mutations, and particularly those in the RocCOR
domains, also decrease the GTPase activity [23–25]. Therefore, interfering with the GTPase activity of the
RocCOR domain has recently come into the picture as a potential alternative therapeutic strategy [32–34].
However, since PD-associated mutations lead to a decreased GTPase activity, classical inhibitor design targeting
the GTP/GDP-binding pocket is not a straightforward approach in this case, and might even have a detrimental
effect. Here, we provide the proof of principle that the GTPase activity of a bacterial Roco protein can be
increased significantly by acting upon the RocCOR dimer–monomer equilibrium, and that this approach can
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completely abrogate the detrimental effect of a PD-analogous mutation. Moreover, NbRoco1 exerts its effect by
changing the dimer–monomer equilibrium via an allosteric mechanism. Such an allosteric mechanism has the
clear advantage that it allows to tune the dimer–monomer equilibrium, rather than completely blocking the
protein in one or the other state. Additionally, while compounds that target the GTP/GDP-binding pocket of a
GTPase might suffer from a lack of specificity and need to compete with very high cellular nucleotide concen-
trations, allosteric modulators of GTPase activity evade these draw-backs. Potentially, a similar approach could
also be amenable to stabilize the dimeric RocCOR state using compounds that specifically bind to a dimer-
specific conformation of the protein. In conclusion, this study thus shows that allosteric targeting of the dimer–
monomer equilibrium of the RocCOR domain might provide a potentially promising strategy to revert the det-
rimental effect of (certain) LRRK2 PD mutations.

Figure 5. Proposed mechanism of action of NbRoco1.

CtRoco is shown schematically with the Roc domains in red, COR domains in blue and LRR domains in yellow. Upon GTP

binding CtRoco undergoes a dimer to monomer transition in addition to intra-subunit conformational changes [36,37]. After

GTP hydrolysis CtRoco re-dimerizes. NbRoco1, indicated in gray, binds to an epitope on the RocCOR domain that changes

conformation between the dimeric and monomeric states, with the highest affinity for the monomeric state. Through binding,

NbRoco1 changes the dimer–monomer equilibrium towards the monomer, thus counteracting the effect of the PD-analogous

L487A mutant.
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